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Lonesome Animals
Brantley Walker has dedicated his life to fighting for his country. Having given
seventeen years to the US Navy, the last ten as a SEAL, the mission was the only
thing he knew, the only thing that mattered. He never even considered what life
would look like after the mission was over. Until he’s forced to. After spending
months recovering from career-ending injuries, Brantley finds himself back in his
hometown of Coyote Ridge, Texas. Now a permanent resident once again, with the
full support of his family and friends, he sets forth to start over, forced to figure out
what to do with the rest of his life, which, as it turns out, is far easier said than
done. Then the unthinkable happens. When his cousin Travis’s daughter is
kidnapped, Brantley puts himself right back in the action, partnering up with Reese
Tavoularis to find the little girl and bring her back home where she belongs. Along
the way, Brantley and Reese end up immersed in another mission. Only this one
results in a journey that takes them in a direction neither of them expected to go.

Even If It Kills Her
Agnes Mullins slowly regains consciousness next to a girl whom, despite unsettling
familiar features, she swears she does not know. Agnes's only company in what
seems to be a deserted office building in downtown Austin, Texas, is this familiar
stranger. The only problem is that this girl happens to be dead. We follow Agnes as
she attempts to piece together the events of the past 24 hours--along with her
steadily unraveling mental and physical wellbeing. Her sanity has recently taken a
backseat to the juggernaut of a failed first job which has shattered her once
effervescent and supremely confident command of self and left her professional
and social life held together with scotch tape that's slowly losing its hold. In the
midst of it all, a fair, charismatic figure slices through the haze and confusion and
provides the bedrock of strength Agnes needs to make all the pieces fit back
together. Until even his very presence threatens to unhinge the last vestige of her
already tenuous hold on reality.
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The Divided City
“A gripping murder story and incandescent moral fable, set in hardscrabble
Eastern Washington during the Great Depression.” —The Seattle Times In
Lonesome Animals, Arthur Strawl, a tormented former lawman, is called out of
retirement to hunt a serial killer with a sense of the macabre who has been leaving
elaborately carved bodies of Native Americans across three counties. As the
pursuit ensues, Strawl’s own dark and violent history weaves itself into the hunt,
shedding light on the remains of his broken family: one wife taken by the river, one
by his own hand; an adopted Native American son who fancies himself a Catholic
prophet; and a daughter, whose temerity and stoicism contrast with the romantic
notion of how the west was won. In the vein of True Grit and Blood Meridian,
Lonesome Animals is a western novel reinvented, a detective story inverted for the
west. It contemplates the nature of story and heroism in the face of a collapsing
ethos—not only of Native American culture, but also of the first wave of white men
who, through the battle against the geography and its indigenous people,
guaranteed their own destruction. But it is also about one man’s urgent, elegiac
search for justice amidst the craven acts committed on the edges of civilization.
“Call it literary fiction, classic western realism, or historical noir, Holbert is a writer
of formidable skill and this auspicious debut should have considerable crossover
appeal.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “This book is audacious.” —Kirkus
Reviews

Netsuke
"A mesmerizing, head-spinning--and sometimes madcap-hilarious--take of have
and have-nots."--People (Book of the Week) NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY REAL SIMPLE AND KIRKUS REVIEWS * "In the smart, breezy, sweet
spot between Meg Wolitzer and Elin Hilderbrand."--Entertainment Weekly No
matter what the world throws her way, at least Ruthie Beamish has the house.
Located by the sea in a quiet Long Island village, the house is her nest egg--the
retirement account shared with her ex-husband, Mike, and the college fund for
their teenage daughter, Jem. The catch? To afford the house, Ruthie must let it go
during the best part of the year. It's Memorial Day weekend and the start of what
Jem calls "the summer bummer": the family's annual exodus to make way for
renters. This year, the Hamptons set has arrived. Adeline Clay is elegant and
connected--and will never need to worry about money. Before long, she
demonstrates an uncanny ability to help herself to Ruthie's life. Is Adeline just
being her fabulous self, or is she out to take what she wants? When an eccentric
billionaire, his wayward daughter, a coterie of social climbers, and Ruthie's old
flame are thrown into the mix, the entire town finds itself on the verge of
tumultuous change. But as Ruthie loses her grasp on her job, her home, and her
family, she discovers a new talent for pushing back. By the end of one unhinged,
unforgettable summer, nothing will be the same--least of all Ruthie. Praise for The
High Season "Blundell knows the territory. . . . Her account of Ruthie's coming to
grips with a career, a daughter and a community in flux is as touching as it is
convincing."--The Wall Street Journal "A huge page-turner . . . so compelling . . . a
classic beach read, but very smart, very intelligently written."--Us Weekly, Emily
Giffin's Summer Reading Recommendations "An acid-laced domestic drama set
during one golden summer on the moneyed, beachy North Fork of Long
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Island."--The New York Times "Judy Blundell wields words like an oyster knife in this
shimmering story of art, money, and celebrity."--Helen Simonson, New York Times
bestselling author of The Summer Before the War "A wry, often hilarious story of a
woman trying to keep it together when everything is going so, so wrong."--Real
Simple

Wool 4
A New York Times Bestseller A multigenerational saga of two families, who rose
from immigrant roots to the pinnacle of wealth and power, that tracks the
unraveling of American democracy. In American Oligarchs, award-winning
investigative journalist Andrea Bernstein tells the story of the Trump and Kushner
families like never before. Their journey to the White House is a story of survival
and loss, crime and betrayal, that stretches from the Klondike Gold Rush, through
Nazi-occupied Poland and across the American Century, to our new gilded age. In
building and maintaining their dynastic wealth, these families came to embody the
rising nationalism and inequality that has pushed the United States to the brink of
oligarchy. Building on her landmark reporting for the acclaimed podcast Trump,
Inc. and The New Yorker, Bernstein’s painstaking detective work brings to light new
information about the families’ arrival as immigrants to America, their paths to
success, and the business and personal lives of the president and his closest family
members. Bernstein traces how the two families ruthlessly harnessed New York
and New Jersey machine politics to gain valuable tax breaks and grew rich on
federal programs that bolstered the middle class. She shows how the Trump
Organization, denied credit by American banks, turned to shady international
capital. She reveals astonishing new details about Charles Kushner’s attempts to
ensnare his brother-in-law with a prostitute and explores how Jared Kushner and
his father used a venerable New York newspaper to bolster their business empire.
Drawing on more than two hundred interviews and more than one hundred
thousand pages of documents, many previously unseen or long forgotten,
Bernstein shows how the Trumps and the Kushners repeatedly broke rules and
then leveraged secrecy, intimidation, and prosecutorial and judicial power to avoid
legal consequences. The result is a compelling narrative that details how the
Trump and Kushner dynasties encouraged and profited from a system of
corruption, dark money, and influence trading, and that reveals the historical
turning points and decisions—on taxation, regulation, white-collar crime, and
campaign finance laws—that have brought us to where we are today.

The Great Unraveling: Losing Our Way in the New Century
From Bill Minutaglio and Steven L. Davis, authors of the PEN Center USA awardwinning Dallas 1963, comes a madcap narrative about Timothy Leary's daring
prison escape and run from the law. On the moonlit evening of September 12,
1970, an ex-Harvard professor with a genius I.Q. studies a twelve-foot high fence
topped with barbed wire. A few months earlier, Dr. Timothy Leary, the High Priest
of LSD, had been running a gleeful campaign for California governor against
Ronald Reagan. Now, Leary is six months into a ten-year prison sentence for the
crime of possessing two marijuana cigarettes. Aided by the radical Weather
Underground, Leary's escape from prison is the counterculture's union of "dope
and dynamite," aimed at sparking a revolution and overthrowing the government.
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Inside the Oval Office, President Richard Nixon drinks his way through sleepless
nights as he expands the war in Vietnam and plots to unleash the United States
government against his ever-expanding list of domestic enemies. Antiwar
demonstrators are massing by the tens of thousands; homemade bombs are
exploding everywhere; Black Panther leaders are threatening to burn down the
White House; and all the while Nixon obsesses over tracking down Timothy Leary,
whom he has branded "the most dangerous man in America." Based on freshly
uncovered primary sources and new firsthand interviews, THE MOST DANGEROUS
MAN IN AMERICA is an American thriller that takes readers along for the gonzo ride
of a lifetime. Spanning twenty-eight months, President Nixon's careening, global
manhunt for Dr. Timothy Leary winds its way among homegrown radicals,
European aristocrats, a Black Panther outpost in Algeria, an international arms
dealer, hash-smuggling hippies from the Brotherhood of Eternal Love, and secret
agents on four continents, culminating in one of the trippiest journeys through the
American counterculture.

Unraveling - Unhinged Book 2
Insistence of the Material engages with recent theories of materiality and
biopolitics to provide a radical reinterpretation of experimental fiction in the
second half of the twentieth century. In contrast to readings that emphasize the
metafictional qualities of these works, Christopher Breu examines this literature’s
focus on the material conditions of everyday life, from the body to built
environments, and from ecosystems to economic production. In Insistence of the
Material, Breu rethinks contemporary understandings of biopolitics, affirming the
importance of forms of materiality that refuse full socialization and resist symbolic
manipulation. Breu considers a range of novels that reflect questions of materiality
in a biopolitical era, including William Burroughs’s Naked Lunch, Thomas Pynchon’s
V., J. G. Ballard’s Crash, Dodie Bellamy’s The Letters of Mina Harker, and Leslie
Marmon Silko’s Almanac of the Dead. Drawing from accounts of the emergence of
immaterial production and biopolitics by Michel Foucault, Giorgio Agamben,
Roberto Esposito, and Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Breu reveals the
confrontational dimensions of materiality itself in a world devoted to the idea of its
easy malleability and transcendence. Taking his analysis beyond the boundaries of
literature, Breu argues that both materiality and subjectivity form sites of
resistance to biopolitical control and that new developments in materialist theory
advance a conception of social existence in which materiality—rather than
language or culture—is the central term.

Chaos
This is the FINAL book in the Unhinged Trilogy, the conclusion to Sebastian and
Payton’s story. Secrets The secrets are still there, plaguing me, disrupting my
everyday life, only now the unthinkable has happened. Lies Payton insists that it is
time that I deal with the lies that seem to make up my entire existence, the ones
that have produced the chaos in my head. I don’t know if she realizes it, but if it
weren’t for her being by my side, I don’t know how I would survive. Greed
Everything is unfolding right before my eyes, the truth is being revealed and there
are people who don’t want us to be together, but as I have vowed before, no one
will keep her from me. Payton is my anchor in the waves that are crashing through
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my life and I will do anything to keep her safe. My name is Sebastian Trovato and
this is the conclusion of my story. Book 3 of 3: The final book in the Unhinged
series! From New York Times bestselling author Nicole Edwards, writing as
Timberlyn Scott

The Unraveling of Mercy Louis
"Paul Krugman is a hero of mine. Read his book."—Al Franken No one has more
authority to call the shots the way they really are than award-winning economist
Paul Krugman, whose provocative New York Times columns are keenly followed by
millions. One of the world's most respected economists, Krugman has been named
America's most important columnist by the Washington Monthly and columnist of
the year by Editor and Publisher magazine. A major bestseller, this influential and
wide-ranging book has been praised by BusinessWeek as Krugman's "most
provocative and compelling effort yet," the New York Review of Books as
"refreshing," and Library Journal as "thought-provokingeven funny." The American
Prospect put it in vivid terms: "In a time when too few tell it like it is[Krugman] has
taken on the battle of our time." Built from Paul Krugman's influential Op-Ed
columns for the New York Times, this book galvanized the reading public. With wit,
passion, and a unique ability to explain complex issues in plain English, Krugman
describes how the nation has been misled by a dishonest administration. In this
long-awaited work containing Krugman's most influential columns along with new
commentary, he chronicles how the boom economy unraveled: how exuberance
gave way to pessimism, how the age of corporate heroes gave way to corporate
scandals, how fiscal responsibility collapsed. From his account of the secret history
of the California energy crisis to his devastating dissections of dishonesty in the
Bush administration, from the war in Iraq to the looting of California to the false
pretenses used to sell an economic policy that benefits only a small elite, Krugman
tells the uncomfortable truth like no one else. And he gives us the road map we will
need to follow if we are to get the country back on track. The paperback edition
features a new introduction as well as new writings.

Looker
As he tries to make his life habitable again--after the devastating loss of his
wife--retired lawyer Albert Schmidt finds the possibility of regeneration in a new
love the old "Schmidtie" would never have dreamt of. Set in the Hamptons and
Mahnattan, and laced with black humor, About Schmidt casts a cold, pitiless eye on
the eastern seaboard upper class, the last vestiges of once-ascendant WASPs, and
the newcomers whose fortunes are rising. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt
from Louis Begley's Memories of a Marriage.

The High Season
"The compelling story of an acclaimed journalist and New York Times bestselling
author's ongoing struggle with epilepsy--his torturous decision to keep his
condition a secret to avoid discrimination, and his ensuing decades-long battle to
not only survive, but to thrive. Written with brutal and affecting honesty, Kurt
Eichenwald, who was diagnosed with epilepsy as a teenager, details the abuses he
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faced while incapacitated post-seizure, the discrimination he fought that almost
cost him his education and employment, and the darkest moments when he
contemplated suicide as the only solution to ending his physical and emotional
pain. He recounts how medical incompetence would have killed him but for the
heroic actions of a brilliant neurologist and the friendship of two young men who
assumed part of the burden of his struggle. Ultimately, Eichenwald's is an
inspirational tale, showing how a young man facing his own mortality on a daily
basis could rise from the depths of despair to the heights of unimagined success"--

Unhinged Trilogy
"In this sequel to Unravel, a visit from a handsome stranger shatters a beautiful
young woman's vision of her picture-perfect past. Victoria can't recall much of her
life before she came to Fairfax Hospital, but she prefers it that way. She holds her
beautiful baby daughter, Evelyn, every day and that's enoughisn't it? But when
Evelyn is taken from her, Victoria's world begins to fray at the seams. It becomes
apparent to her that the hospital walls aren't the only obstacles standing between
her and the outside world--Victoria has constructed a hall of mirrors deep inside,
every false image a distraction from the trauma of her past life. A white picket
fence, a family on the wayyet something feels amiss in her memories of a happy
marriage. When a handsome stranger begins visiting Victoria, pressing her to
remember her past, she struggles to separate real memories from refracted
images she has created, knowing at last that only the truth can set her free"--

A Woman Unhinged
Winner of the 2016 Alex Award Best Book of 2015 —Kansas City Star In this
intricate novel of psychological suspense, a fatal discovery near the high school
ignites a witch-hunt in a Southeast Texas refinery town, unearthing communal and
family secrets that threaten the lives of the town’s girls. In Port Sabine, the air is
thick with oil, superstition reigns, and dreams hang on making a winning play. All
eyes are on Mercy Louis, the star of the championship girls’ basketball team. Mercy
seems destined for greatness, but the road out of town is riddled with obstacles.
There is her grandmother, Evelia, a strict evangelical who has visions of an
imminent Rapture and sees herself as the keeper of Mercy’s virtue. There are the
cryptic letters from Charmaine, the mother who abandoned Mercy at birth. And
then there’s Travis, the boy who shakes the foundation of her faith. At the
periphery of Mercy’s world floats team manager Illa Stark, a lonely wallflower
whose days are spent caring for a depressed mother crippled in a refinery
accident. Like the rest of the town, Illa is spellbound by Mercy’s beauty and talent,
but a note discovered in Mercy’s gym locker reveals that her life may not be as
perfect as it appears. The last day of school brings the disturbing discovery, and as
summer unfolds and the police investigate, every girl becomes a suspect. When
Mercy collapses on the opening night of the season, Evelia prophesies that she is
only the first to fall, and soon, other girls are afflicted by the mysterious condition,
sending the town into a tailspin, and bringing Illa and Mercy together in an
unexpected way. Evocative and unsettling, The Unraveling of Mercy Louis charts
the downfall of one town’s golden girl while exploring the brutality and anxieties of
girlhood in America.
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Unraveling
A long, long time ago, an uprising erupted in Silo 18. The descendants of that great
clash have been raised in its shadow. Nobody knows what went wrong. Nobody
talks about what happened. Like all wars, it went from being something one could
learn from -- to a legend one merely learns about.Now, almost two hundred years
later, the people of Silo 18 will get more than just a chance to learn about that
uprising.They'll get to start one of their own

American Housewife
In this exhilarating new thriller from New York Times bestselling author Kate White,
one young woman searches for clues to the murder of her family, only to discover
a shocking secret about herself that holds the key to everything. Jillian Lowe
seemed to have it all. Both beautiful and accomplished, she lit up any room that
she walked into. All of that dramatically changed when her parents and two
siblings were brutally murdered at her childhood home her second year in college.
The crime shattered what was once a picture-perfect family and nearly derailed
Jillian’s hopes for her future. Now, sixteen years later, Jillian is shocked to learn
that the man imprisoned for murdering her family didn't do it. With the real killer
walking free and the cops dragging their heels, Jillian once again feels her life
unraveling, and desperately seeks help from an old friend from college, true crime
writer Bailey Weggins. As the two women return to Jillian’s childhood town to
investigate, it doesn’t take long for their sleuthing to cause shock waves. Someone
starts watching their every move. As they uncover deeply-guarded secrets, so
shocking that they make Jillian rethink her entire relationship to her family, Bailey
and Jillian find themselves in fear of their own lives. The truth has consequences
and they must decide if they’re ready to face them.

About Schmidt
In The Divided City, urban practitioner and scholar Alan Mallach presents a detailed
picture of what has happened over the past 15 to 20 years in industrial cities like
Pittsburgh and Baltimore, as they have undergone unprecedented, unexpected
revival. He spotlights these changes while placing them in their larger economic,
social and political context. Most importantly, he explores the pervasive
significance of race in American cities, and looks closely at the successes and
failures of city governments, nonprofit entities, and citizens as they have tried to
address the challenges of change. The Divided City concludes with strategies to
foster greater equality and opportunity, firmly grounding them in the cities'
economic and political realities.

Thailand Unhinged
Calia Read breaks the mold in this explosive novel that grabs hold and doesn’t let
go until the shocking truth is revealed. One kiss can change everything. One month
ago I was admitted to a psych ward. Yesterday, Lachlan told me I’m losing my
mind. But I know what I saw. Will you believe me? Behind the walls of a mental
hospital, Naomi Carradine feels her world breaking to pieces. She’s starting to
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believe all the voices questioning her sanity. Only visitors from the outside world
keep her tethered to reality. But deep in her thoughts, Naomi is haunted by
memories of a golden summer that twisted into a waking nightmare of obsessive
love and fractured truths. Just home from college, Naomi moves in with her best
friend, Lana, the daughter of a Virginia senator. At a lavish party thrown by Lana’s
father, Naomi meets a sexy stockbroker named Max and finds herself unable to
resist his charms. One fiery kiss and she’s going back for more, beginning a
terrifying descent. Having witnessed the unspeakable, Naomi has only one hope of
escape: unraveling the devastating secrets of her past. Unravel is intended for
mature audiences. Praise for Unravel “A sexy, mysterious, and enthralling story . . .
Calia Read’s words are so captivating, they’ll hold you hostage and throw you into
loops you’ll never see coming.”—Claire Contreras, author of There Is No Light in
Darkness

Owners of the Map
One of Vogue’s Best Books of 2019 *Vogue, Best Novels of 2019 *CrimeReads,
Best Fiction Debuts of 2019 *Star-Ledger, Top Ten New Jersey Authors of 2019
*EsquireUK, Best Books of 2019 So Far *People, Best New Books of the Week
*Southern Living, Best New Books of Winter 2019 *Entertainment Weekly, Hottest
Reads of January *CosmoUK, Best New Books of January *Vogue, Lit Hub, and
CrimeReads, Most Anticipated Books of 2019 In this taut, arresting debut, a woman
becomes fixated on her neighbor—the actress. Though the two women live just a
few doors apart, a chasm lies between them. The actress, a celebrity with a
charmed career, shares a gleaming brownstone with her handsome husband and
three adorable children, while the recently separated narrator, unhappily childless
and stuck in a dead-end job, lives in a run-down, three-story walk-up with her exhusband’s cat. As her fascination grows, the narrator’s hold on reality begins to
slip. Before long, she’s collecting cast-off items from the actress’s stoop and
fantasizing about sleeping with the actress’s husband. After a disastrous
interaction with the actress at the annual block party, what began as an innocent
preoccupation turns into a stunning—and irrevocable—unraveling. Immersive and
darkly entertaining, Looker is a searing psychological portrait of obsession.

Storm Siren
On May 19, 2010, the Royal Thai Army deployed tanks, snipers, and war weapons
to disperse the thousands of Red Shirts protesters who had taken over the
commercial center of Bangkok to demand democratic elections and an end to
inequality. Key to this mobilization were motorcycle taxi drivers, who slowed down,
filtered, and severed mobility in the area, claiming a prominent role in national
politics and ownership over the city and challenging state hegemony. Four years
later, on May 20, 2014, the same army general who directed the dispersal staged a
military coup, unopposed by protesters. How could state power have been so
fragile and open to challenge in 2010 and yet so seemingly sturdy only four years
later? How could protesters who had once fearlessly resisted military attacks now
remain silent? Owners of the Map provides answers to these questions—central to
contemporary political mobilizations around the globe—through an ethnographic
study of motorcycle taxi drivers in Bangkok. Claudio Sopranzetti explores the
unresolved tensions in the drivers’ everyday lives, their migration trajectories,
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consumer desires, and political demands amidst the restructuring of Thai
capitalism after the 1997 economic crisis. Reconstructing the entanglements
between their everyday mobility and political mobilization, Sopranzetti reveals
mobility not just as a strength of contemporary capitalism but also as one of its
fragile spots, always prone to disruption by the people who sustain its channels but
remain excluded from their benefits. In so doing, Owners of the Map advances an
analysis of power that focuses not on the sturdiness of hegemony or the ubiquity
of everyday resistance but on its potential fragility as well as the work needed for
its maintenance.

The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump
Seventeen-year-old Mara cannot remember the accident that took the lives of
three of her friends, but after moving from Rhode Island to Florida, finding love
with Noah, and more deaths, she realizes that uncovering something buried in her
memory might save her family and her future.

Unhinged
By journeying with the reader through Scripture, sharing her own personal stories
of unraveling, and offering encouragement, to shed false identities, and to let go of
comfortable patterns. Unravel will bring a hope of coming undone with some
practical ways, thought provoking questions, and steps.

Thailand Unhinged
Like The Forest of Hands and Teeth, Elizabeth Norris’s Unraveling blends realistic
coming-of-age issues with a gripping science fiction world. Unraveling’s heroine,
sixteen-year-old Janelle Tenner, is used to having a lot of responsibility. She
balances working as a lifeguard in San Diego with an intense academic schedule.
Janelle’s mother is bipolar, and her dad is a workaholic FBI agent, which means
Janelle also has to look out for her younger brother, Jared. And that was before she
died…and is brought back to life by Ben Michaels, a mysterious, alluring loner from
her high school. When she discovers a strange clock that seems to be counting
down to the earth’s destruction, Janelle learns she has twenty-four days to figure
out how to stop the clock and save the planet.

Unraveled: The Hope of Coming Undone
The year is 1716—the Golden Age of the Pirates. An orphan who sleeps in the
dusty kitchens of a quayside brothel, Merrin Smith is desperate to unravel the
secrets of her past and find the truth about the events that brought her to Isla
Perla as a child. Disguised as a sailor, she joins the crew of the pirate ship Riptide,
helmed by the notorious Captain Erik Winters. Tenacious and rumored to be a
madman, Winters is known as much for his ruthlessness as for his connection to
the enigmatic and beautiful proprietress of The Goodnight Mermaid, Evangeline
Dahl, who vanished from the island two summers before.This book is an epic,
emotional adventure of two women—one desperate to save herself, and the other
determined to be rescued—and the secret which binds them together.
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Unravel
"Thailand Unhinged: The Death of Thai-Style Democracy" delivers an excoriating
critique of Thai politics and society over the tumultuous years that followed the
ouster of former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra. Thailand's ongoing political
crisis is explained through the prism of the country's painful post-absolutist history
- a history marred by the systematic sabotage of any meaningful democratic
development, the routine hijacking of democratic institutions, and the continued
suffocation of the Thai people's democratic aspirations orchestrated by an
unelected ruling class in an increasingly desperate attempt to hold on to its power.
This new edition, uncensored, expanded, and revised, argues that the tragic
events of 2010 mark the end of "Thai-Style Democracy" - a five-decades-old
system of government that, notwithstanding the appropriation of some of the
trappings of democracy, has largely preserved the right of "good" men of high
birth, status, and wealth to run the country. The essays are written in a pointed,
combative style, making "Thailand Unhinged" a highly unconventional mix of
academic scholarship, literary journalism, and radical pamphleteering. IN PRAISE
OF THE FIRST EDITION Written by an extremely talented Harvard PhD
journalist/professor, this well-crafted collection of essays illuminate s]
magnificently the tragedy of Thailand today. Trenchant and continually blistering.
-Tom Plate, author of the bestselling "Conversations with Lee Kuan Yew" FEDERICO
FERRARA (PhD, Harvard University) works as Assistant Professor at the City
University of Hong Kong, Department of Asian and International Studies.

American Oligarchs: The Kushners, the Trumps, and the
Marriage of Money and Power
Have you ever met that someone who steals your breath with just a look? That
someone you can’t stop thinking about, no matter how hard you try? I have. I met
her in a dream. Never would I have expected her to step right into my reality,
though. But she did. Although I can’t explain why, Payton Fowler makes me want
things I never imagined I could have. She soothes the chaos in my head. But she
doesn’t know who I really am, and she doesn’t see the darkness that lives inside of
me. She’s supposed to be off limits to me. But that’s not a problem because I’ve
perfected the art of breaking the rules. My name is Sebastian Trovato and this is
the story of how I met the woman who unhinges me. Book 1 of 3: All three books
are available! From New York Times bestselling author Nicole Edwards, writing as
Timberlyn Scott

A Mind Unraveled
For anyone who believes that liberal isn’t a dirty word but a term of honor, this
book will be as revitalizing as oxygen. For in the pages of Reason, one of our most
incisive public thinkers, and a former secretary of labor mounts a defense of
classical liberalism that’s also a guide for rolling back twenty years of radical
conservative domination of our politics and political culture. To do so, Robert B.
Reich shows how liberals can: .Shift the focus of the values debate from behavior
in the bedroom to malfeasance in the boardroom .Remind Americans that real
prosperity depends on fairness .Reclaim patriotism from those who equate it with
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pre-emptive war-making and the suppression of dissent If a single book has the
potential to restore our country’s good name and common sense, it’s this one.

Unraveling
As this bestseller predicted, Trump has only grown more erratic and dangerous as
the pressures on him mount. This new edition includes new essays bringing the
book up to date—because this is still not normal. Originally released in fall 2017,
The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump was a runaway bestseller. Alarmed
Americans and international onlookers wanted to know: What is wrong with him?
That question still plagues us. The Trump administration has proven as chaotic and
destructive as its opponents feared, and the man at the center of it all remains a
cipher. Constrained by the APA’s “Goldwater rule,” which inhibits mental health
professionals from diagnosing public figures they have not personally examined,
many of those qualified to weigh in on the issue have shied away from discussing it
at all. The public has thus been left to wonder whether he is mad, bad, or both. The
prestigious mental health experts who have contributed to the revised and
updated version of The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump argue that their moral
and civic "duty to warn" supersedes professional neutrality. Whatever affects him,
affects the nation: From the trauma people have experienced under the Trump
administration to the cult-like characteristics of his followers, he has created
unprecedented mental health consequences across our nation and beyond. With
eight new essays (about one hundred pages of new material), this edition will
cover the dangerous ramifications of Trump's unnatural state. It’s not all in our
heads. It’s in his.

Reason
Secrets and lies No good ever comes of them. My life is proof. For eleven years,
I've suffered from a suspicion that has waged a war inside my head, filled me with
rage. Left me feeling helpless. But then she came along. The darkness continues to
consume me, but when I'm with her, I can ignore it, push it away. Even if only for a
little while. Payton calms me. She manages to quiet the noise in my head. But the
secret is still there, still continuing to plague me day after day. Yet I still can't bring
myself to tell her even though she deserves to know. She needs to know. I love
her. And I'll do anything to protect her. Although I've found some peace, my life
continues to unravel, no matter how hard I try to stop it. My name is Sebastian
Trovato and this is the continuation of my story. Book 2 of 3: All three books are
available! From New York Times bestselling author Nicole Edwards, writing as
Timberlyn Scott

The Isle of Gold
Follows a troubled psychoanalyst as he seduces both strangers and patients and
dangles clues to his immoral behavior in the face of his wife Akiko.

The Unbecoming of Mara Dyer
From one of America's preeminent national security journalists, an explosive, newsPage 11/17
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breaking account of Donald Trump's collision with the American national security
establishment, and with the world It is a simple fact that no president in American
history brought less foreign policy experience to the White House than Donald J.
Trump. The real estate developer from Queens promised to bring his brash, zerosum swagger to bear to cut through America's most complex national security
issues, and he did. If the cost of his "America First" agenda was bulldozing the
edifice of foreign alliances that had been carefully tended by every president from
Truman to Obama, then so be it. It was clear from the first that Trump's
inclinations were radically more blunt force than his predecessors'. When briefed
by the Pentagon on Iran and the Strait of Hormuz, he exclaimed, "The next time
Iran sends its boats into the Strait: blow them out of the water! Let's get Mad Dog
on this." When told that the capital of South Korea, Seoul, was so close to the
North Korean border that millions of people would likely die in the first hours of any
all-out war, Trump had a bold response, "They have to move." The officials in the
Oval Office weren't sure if he was joking. He raised his voice. "They have to move!"
Very quickly, it became clear to a number of people at the highest levels of
government that their gravest mission was to protect America from Donald Trump.
Trump and His Generals is Peter Bergen's riveting account of what happened when
the unstoppable force of President Trump met the immovable object of America's
national security establishment--the CIA, the State Department, and, above all, the
Pentagon. If there is a real "deep state" in DC, it is not the FBI so much as the
national security community, with its deep-rooted culture and hierarchy. The men
Trump selected for his key national security positions, Jim Mattis, John Kelly, and H.
R. McMaster, were products of that culture: Trump wanted generals, and he got
them. Three years later, they would be gone, and the guardrails were off. From
Iraq and Afghanistan to Syria and Iran, from Russia and China to North Korea and
Islamist terrorism, Trump and His Generals is a brilliant reckoning with an
American ship of state navigating a roiling sea of threats without a well-functioning
rudder. Lucid and gripping, it brings urgently needed clarity to issues that affect
the fate of us all. But clarity, unfortunately, is not the same thing as reassurance.

Insistence of the Material
Lily Russell thinks she can dance at London's prestigious Royal Ballet. She also
thinks she can single-handedly bring about world peace. Her friends know she's
delusional; her former bosses think she's unreliable. The only person who seems to
believe in her is her jealous ex-lover, Jeremy, and he's shiftless and violent and
doesn't seem to understand the concept of "ex." That doesn't stop Lily from
dreaming; dreams make life an adventure. But when she meets Edmund, a man
who seems to genuinely care for her and steadies her thinking, she starts to realize
her ordinary life might be enough of an adventure for her. Lily expects a scene
when Jeremy finds out about her new boyfriend, but she never could've expected
what happened next What readers are saying about A Woman Unhinged: 'Be
prepared to feel crazy, sane and everything in between. I stayed up all night
reading this book.'--Elizabeth D. 'Fantastic! I was hooked from the very first
page.'--Sheri A. Wilkinson 'NOT JUST ANOTHER TALE!!!mind boggling'--Kaye 'draws
you in, makes you question what is real and leaves you feeling totally off
kilter'--seraphim0731 'the kind of suspense that holds you hostage'--Ms. J. 'couldn't
put it downmakes you wonder what is really real'--L. Bakke Amazon VINE VOICE
reviewer 'makes you question reality'--Tonya Gillon 'I will go on wondering about
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this book's details for days.'--Rubin Marta

The Death of Politics
How do you feel about how you feel? Our emotions are complex. Some of us seem
able to ignore our feelings, while others feel controlled by them. But most of us
would admit that we don’t always know what to do with how we feel. The Bible
teaches us that our emotions are an indispensable part of what makes us
human—and play a crucial role in our relationships with God and others. Exploring
how God designed emotions for our good, this book shows us how to properly
engage with our emotions—even the more difficult ones like fear, anger, shame,
guilt, and sorrow—so we can better understand what they reveal about our hearts
and handle them wisely in everyday moments.

All In
A sharp, funny, delightfully unhinged collection of stories set in the dark world of
domesticity, American Housewife features murderous ladies who lunch, celebrity
treasure hunters, and the best bra fitter south of the Mason Dixon line. Meet the
women of American Housewife: they wear lipstick, pearls, and sunscreen, even
when it's cloudy. They casserole. They pinwheel. They pump the salad spinner like
it's a CPR dummy. And then they kill a party crasher, carefully stepping around the
body to pull cookies out of the oven. These twelve irresistible stories take us from
a haunted prewar Manhattan apartment building to the set of a rigged reality
television show, from the unique initiation ritual of a book club to the getaway car
of a pageant princess on the lam, from the gallery opening of a tinfoil artist to the
fitting room of a legendary lingerie shop. Vicious, fresh, and nutty as a poisoned
Goo Goo Cluster, American Housewife is an uproarious, pointed commentary on
womanhood.

Unhinged
Working with the police department to protect Montreal's reputation in the wake of
serial killings, mayoral PR director Martine LeDuc partners with a young detective
to uncover a decades-old tragedy involving psychological experiments performed
on orphaned children.

Untangling Emotions
The New York Times opinion writer, media commentator, outspoken Republican
and Christian critic of the Trump presidency offers a spirited defense of politics and
its virtuous and critical role in maintaining our democracy and what we must do to
save it before it is too late. “Any nation that elects Donald Trump to be its
president has a remarkably low view of politics.” Frustrated and feeling betrayed,
Americans have come to loathe politics with disastrous results, argues Peter
Wehner. In this timely manifesto, the veteran of three Republican administrations
and man of faith offers a reasoned and persuasive argument for restoring “politics”
as a worthy calling to a cynical and disillusioned generation of Americans. Wehner
has long been one of the leading conservative critics of Donald Trump and his
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effect on the Republican Party. In this impassioned book, he makes clear that
unless we overcome the despair that has caused citizens to abandon hope in the
primary means for improving our world—the political process—we will not only fall
victim to despots but hasten the decline of what has truly made America great.
Drawing on history and experience, he reminds us of the hard lessons we have
learned about how we rule ourselves—why we have checks and balances, why no
one is above the law, why we defend the rights of even those we disagree with.
Wehner believes we can turn the country around, but only if we abandon our
hatred and learn to appreciate and honor the unique and noble American tradition
of doing “politics.” If we want the great American experiment to continue and to
once again prosper, we must once more take up the responsibility each and every
one of us as citizens share.

Asylum
Anyone who watches the former U.S. Secretary of Labor and The Daily Show and
CNBC commentator's videocasts, viewed on his Inequality Media website, has seen
Reich's informal lectures on student debt, social security, and gerrymandering,
which he accompanies by quickly drawing cartoons to illustrate his major points.
Collected here, for the first time, are short essays, edited from his presentations,
and Reich's clean-line, confident illustrations, created with a large sketchpad and
magic marker. Economics in Wonderland clearly explains the consequences of the
disastrous policies of global austerity with humor, insight, passion, and warmth, all
of which are on vivid display in words and pictures.

Unhinge
The award-winning novel that started it all. “A riveting tale from start to finish.
Between the simmering romance, the rich and inventive fantasy world, and one
seriously jaw-dropping finale, readers will clamor for the next book—and I'll be at
the front of the line!” —Marissa Meyer, New York Times bestselling author of the
Lunar Chronicles In a world at war, a slave girl’s lethal curse could become one
kingdom’s weapon of salvation. If the curse—and the girl—can be controlled. “I
raise my chin as the buyers stare. Yes. Look. You don’t want me. Because,
eventually, accidentally, I will destroy you.” As a slave in the war-weary kingdom of
Faelen, seventeen-year-old Nym isn’t merely devoid of rights, her Elemental kind
are only born male and always killed at birth—meaning, she shouldn’t even exist.
Standing on the auction block beneath smoke-drenched mountains, Nym faces her
fifteenth sell. But when her hood is removed and her storm-summoning killing
curse revealed, Nym is snatched up by a court advisor and given a choice: be
trained as the weapon Faelen needs to win the war or be killed. Choosing the
former, Nym is unleashed into a world of politics, bizarre parties, and rumors of an
evil more sinister than she’s being prepared to fight . . . not to mention the trainer
whose dark secrets lie behind a mysterious ability to calm every lightning strike
she summons. But what if she doesn’t want to be the weapon they’ve all been
waiting for? Set in a beautifully eclectic world of suspicion, super abilities, and
monsters, Storm Siren is a story of power. And whoever controls that power will
win. “Intense and intriguing. Fans of high stakes fantasy won't be able to put it
down.” —CJ Redwine, New York Times bestselling author of the Ravenspire series
“Mary Weber has created a fascinating, twisted world. Storm Siren sucked me in
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from page one—I couldn’t stop reading! This is a definite must-read, the kind of
book that kept me up late into the night turning the pages!” —Lindsay Cummings,
author of the Androma Saga “A riveting read! Mary Weber's rich world and
heartbreaking heroine had me from page one. You're going to fall in love with this
love story.” —Josephine Angelini, internationally bestselling author of the
Starcrossed trilogy “Elegant prose and intricate world-building twist into a
breathless cyclone of a story that will constantly keep you guessing. More please!”
—Shannon Messenger, author of the Sky Fall series

Economics in Wonderland
This is the complete Unhinged Trilogy. Have you ever met that someone who
steals your breath with just a look? That someone you can’t stop thinking about, no
matter how hard you try? I have. I met her in a dream. Never would I have
expected her to step right into my reality, though. But she did. Although I can’t
explain why, Payton Fowler makes me want things I never imagined I could have.
She soothes the chaos in my head. But she doesn’t know who I really am, and she
doesn’t see the darkness that lives inside of me. She’s supposed to be off limits to
me. But that’s not a problem because I’ve perfected the art of breaking the rules.
My name is Sebastian Trovato, and this is the story of how I met the woman who
unhinges me.

Trump and His Generals
"Thailand Unhinged: Unraveling the Myth of a Thai-Style Democracy" offers a
trenchant analysis of Thai politics and society over the tumultuous years that
followed the ouster of former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra. Thailand's
ongoing political crisis is explained through the prism of the country's painful postabsolutist history - a history marred by the systematic sabotage of any meaningful
democratic development, the routine hijacking of democratic institutions, and the
continued suffocation of the Thai people's democratic aspirations orchestrated by
an unelected ruling class in an increasingly desperate attempt to hold on to its
power. The book includes scathing critiques of both Thaksin's administration as
well as the military-backed government that came to power in late 2008, following
the week-long siege of the country's busiest airports staged by the "yellow shirts"
of the People's Alliance for Democracy. The essays are written in a provocative,
confrontational style - making "Thailand Unhinged" a decidedly unconventional mix
of academic scholarship, literary journalism, and radical pamphleteering. About the
Author FEDERICO FERRARA (PhD, Harvard University) works as Assistant Professor
of Political Science at the National University of Singapore. He will be joining the
City University of Hong Kong's Department of Asian and International Studies in
2010.

The Most Dangerous Man in America
Secrets and lies No good ever comes of them. My life is proof. For eleven years,
I've suffered from a suspicion that has waged a war inside my head, filled me with
rage. Left me feeling helpless. But then she came along. The darkness continues to
consume me, but when I'm with her, I can ignore it, push it away. Even if only for a
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little while. Payton calms me. She manages to quiet the noise in my head. But the
secret is still there, still continuing to plague me day after day. Yet I still can't bring
myself to tell her even though she deserves to know. She needs to know. I love
her. And I'll do anything to protect her. Although I've found some peace, my life
continues to unravel, no matter how hard I try to stop it. My name is Sebastian
Trovato and this is the continuation of my story.
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